GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS

Nursery Marketing Council to Test Promotion This Spring . . . Virginia Polytechnic Professor Receives Funding for Comprehensive Look at Elm Diseases . . . Major Changes Announced for Davey Tree Staff . . . Parks Meeting Set for Nashville

FEATURES

Corrugated Drainage Tubing Considerations
Drainage installation is simplified by the use of flexible corrugated tubing. Athletic field and golf green drainage designs are included.

Pesticide Mixing Guidelines for Professional Applicators
Dr. Paul Sartoretto of W. A. Cleary Co. gives four basic rules to follow when mixing various pesticides together.

Timing and Rate Critical With Preemergence Herbicides
Three leading turf specialists discuss important considerations for using preemergence herbicides. Discussion of thatch and goosegrass control is included.

Scottish Greenkeepers Preserve Natural Challenge of Courses
An American superintendent's view of Scottish golf course maintenance during a trip to that country's historic courses. Many photos of Scotland's links area.

National Meeting Report
Coverage of the Associated Landscape Contractors and Golf Course Superintendents Shows.

Containerized Plants Play Major Role in Modern City
Century City, California, shows how landscaping can fit into a completely concrete environment with certain adaptations.
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